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The Lenten Season can be a time of pilgrimage. A 
pilgrimage of the spirit to those sacred sites and memories 
of our faith. In meditation and reflection we follow the 
Christ during those last lonely days and final agonizing 
hours. 
We return in our pilgrimage to the very source of our 
salvation. Here at the cross the heart of God was revealed. 
Here He was most transparent. Here He was for real. Here 
man was for real, too. Full of sin—guilty and rebellious. 
And in this drama where sin abounded, Grace did much 
more abound. 
We celebrate this truth in the hymnody of the church 
and we commemorate it in the sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper. We express it in doctrine as justification by grace 
through faith; in experience as forgiveness. It was high-
lighted by the Apostle Paul who found no peace with God 
through works of the law but who found it through faith 
in Christ who bore our sins in His own body on the cross. 
It was caught anew by Martin Luther and "Justification by 
Faith" became the theme of the reformation. By grace 
through faith man can be forgiven. 
It is easy to understand this emphasis upon forgiveness. 
We all know what it is to be guilty. From earliest childhood 
acts of disobedience brought a sense of guilt. Confession 
and forgiveness were the response. Much of evangelistic 
preaching has dealt with sins committed and the result was 
guilt (conviction) and the response was confession and 
repentance with forgiveness the experience. The usual 
testimony was that "God has forgiven my sins." 
But we do not do justice to the cross when we limit 
its meaning to forgiveness. There is another word that 
Paul uses to describe the atonement. This is reconciliation. 
We are justified because we are guilty. We are reconciled 
because we are enemies. Man is in rebellion against God. 
The sin that sent Jesus to the cross was more than moral 
disobedience—it was hatred against God. 
God demands that we bow the knee and yield the 
heart. He expects us to orient our lives around Him. We 
want to orient them about ourselves. He wants us to do 
His will. We want to do our own thing. He asks us to give 
Him our life, our time, and our talent. We would gladly 
give Him some but not all. He wants to determine our 
values and attitudes. We want to be sure that they are 
acceptable to our peers and satisfying to our own desires. 
He wants to take our hand and lead us in His way. 
We prefer to take His hand permitting us to cling in time 
of need but taking our own way as we may desire. There is 
(Continued on page five) 
The Oregon Coastline. Courtesy Union Pacific Railroad. 
#4om ttte Cditai: 
W e wou ld venture that an increasing number of our 
pastors take the opportunity of the Lenten Season to call 
their congregations to a re-examination of their spiritual life 
and a re-dedication to Christ and His Church. Our editor ial 
fal ls into this pattern' as we give recognition to the Church 
Year. 
The lead article wou ld normally have started on page 
six but its interest value and message seemed to call for the 
position we have given it. The author has during his years 
in Rhodesia been closely related to the literature ministry 
and fo r him it has been a ministry—providing Christian read-
ing material for the increasingly literate populat ion of 
Rhodesia. 
The article "Un i ty in Diversity" was a sermon preached 
by Rev. Wingert at one of the services during the Week of 
Prayer for Christian Unity in the town of Hi l lman, Michigan. 
He thoughtful ly proposes an approach to unity without sacri-
ficing convictions and beliefs. 
W e welcome to our pages our former editor as we share 
with our readership the conclusion of his report to the Cen-
tral Regional Conference—"Hear ing or Listening?" 
From time to time there wi l l appear on the Sunday school 
page articles by the regional representatives on the Nat ional 
Sunday School Commission. This issue includes an article 
by the Midwest Regional representative, Charles Norman. 
Dr. Mar ion Heisey, Superintendent of the Navajo Mission, 
reports in his article " A Visit to a H o g a n " that twelve 
Navajos were recently bapt ized. The intr iguing side of this 
baptismal class was the story of Bah and Roy Newton whose 
(Continued on page five) 
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ABOUT three weeks ago I received a letter from a Uni-versity student in Salisbury containing these striking 
words, "GOD IS AT WORK IN RHODESIA." And I think 
sometimes as we talk about the church in the Book of Acts 
or as we hear about the work of the church in other coun-
"NEW LIFE FOR ALL" IN AFRICA 
Since 1967 the Brethren in Christ Church leaders 
have been praying and working toward a forward 
thrust similar to "Evangelism-in-Depth," but known in 
Africa as "NEW LIFE FOR ALL" (Impilo Entsha Kobo 
Bonke—easier to translate than the other name!) or 
NLFA. Under a concern for revival and outreach after a 
Conference in January of 1968, weeks or days of prayer 
were organized in all of the four districts in Rhodesia, 
with periods of evangelism following. 
From Nigeria, where the "New Life for A l l " trained 
about 30,000 Christians in 1964, who then won about 
15,000 people, including many Muslims, our own 
leaders obtained much encouragement, counsel, and 
helpful literature, In the latter half of last year a 
representative from Nigeria came to Rhodesia to give 
a two-day seminar on NLFA in both Bulawayo and 
Salisbury. 
Don Zook's stirring account of a living God at work 
in Rhodesia is part of an introductory address on Friday 
evening of a weekend "New Life For A l l " Conference 
held at Matopo Mission last December. The work is only 
beginning; let us join them in prayer! 
tries, we lose sight of the fact that God is here in Rhodesia 
today and is working in the hearts of men and women. 
I was impressed with this when I attended the District 
Council meetings during the first term of 1968. Those 
Sunday morning prayer meetings proved a real blessing to 
» 
Rev. Zook has been active in the literature ministry in the Church 
in Africa. He is presently the Financial Secretary of the Church in 
Africa. 
my soul! Each time I get out to one of the Outstation 
churches, whether it is for a day or a weekend or a week, 
I am impressed with the sincere Christians found there. 
This past year the Evangelism team has led days of 
prayer at various centers. From what I have heard of these 
it is very evident that God has been present. I shall remem-
ber for a long time a statement made by a first-term mis-
ionary just before going back to America on furlough: "I 
am convinced that there are small groups of Christians 
who are determined to hold on to God until revival comes." 
The nearness and clear direction of the Holy Spirit in 
some of the New Life For All Committee meetings also 
seemed to indicate that God is ready to work in a marvel-
lous way in Rhodesia. 
God is Working 
A few years ago when I was a Manager of Schools some 
men came to tell me about a place some miles away that 
needed a school. We talked about the place and agreed to 
make application for a school. Then I suggested that in 
the meantime perhaps we could have preaching services 
there. "Oh," the men said, "the Christians from Siwazi have 
been sending a preacher there for a long time." By road 
the distance would have been about 15 miles, and, I think 
six miles or more as the crow flies. But the church people 
were concerned and had started a new preaching place. 
When we opened a new school at another place, on the 
first month of the school term, there was already a con-
gregation of Brethren in Christ church members. Again, 
I learned that one of the older churches had been sending 
a preacher there for years. 
When the church in Africa used to talk about Bula-
wayo, there was a feeling that it was no use having a 
church there. 
It was (and is) a place of spiritual darkness. The church 
leaders had no time for visiting the people in the "loca-
tions." When I talked to a missionary about this, he said, "I 
do not know of a single girl that has gone there and re-
mained true to God." Finally God gave the vision to two 
lady school teachers, and they spent some time during one 
(Continued on page six) 
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Ulnit y in 2b, ^iverditk y 
Eugene Wingert 
A look at the condition of Christendom today gives one 
the impression that the Church is not one. There exists a 
great variety of understandings concerning such central 
issues as the saving act of God in Christ, the nature of the 
Church and its relation to the world, the sacraments and 
the Christian life. 
We acknowledge these differences, making no attempt 
to conceal them. The unity that we preach and seek is not 
a unity which erases our differences, nor yet a unity which 
ignores our differences. Rather we seek a unity which 
transcends and transforms those differences and directs 
them into creative channels in the continuing work of 
Christ. 
This is not to justify division in the Church. It is not 
the will of God that we be separated, but given this 
historical situation—in which we are diverse—God con-
tinues to work in His Church. And until such time as the 
Holy Spirit heals all divisions and brings us all together, 
whether it be in this world or the next, our relationship 
one to another as Christian Churches must be understood 
as unity in diversity. 
It is easy to allow differences to divide, but it is not 
necessary and we begin by understanding the nature of 
our differences as denominations. 1) Some differences are 
the result of language, national or cultural heritage. Today 
when such barriers are being removed in the world, it is 
foolish to continue them in the Church. 2) Other differ-
ences and divisions are the tragic accidents of history-
national conflict, personal ambition and party strife. Such 
divisions must be confessed for what they are—sins against 
the Body of Christ and stumbling blocks to the world. 3) 
Then there are the differences which are the outgrowth 
of the serious and devout searching of the Holy Scriptures 
and the burning conviction that this is the will of God 
for mankind and the Church. These honest and sincere 
differences should not gender strife and bitterness but 
rather should call us to search the Scriptures together in 
mutual love and understanding. 
Eugene Wingert is the pastor of the Maple Grove Congregation, 
Hillman, Michigan. 
Paul tells us "For as in one body we have many mem-
bers and all members do not have the same function, so 
we, though many are one body in Christ." In the body 
there is not uniformity but unity. So must it be in the 
Church. In the body, no single member performs all the 
functions. Likewise no church can claim for itself the 
exclusive right to the truth. Hans Kung, a Roman Catholic 
theologian, says, "A Church which truly desires to find 
unity with other Churches . . . must be a Church which 
knows in all humility that it is not a manifestation of the 
whole truth, that it has not fulfilled the whole truth . . . " 
In the body, each part contributes to the body. Each 
church must contribute its own unique insights and func-
tions to the Body of Christ. We begin this task by being 
ourselves. The eye is of no value to the body unless it is 
truly the eye. The cause of unity is not furthered when we 
attempt to submerge all differences and seek some (usually 
the lowest) common denominator. We m u s t be true 
Brethren in Christ, Methodists, etc. 
Secondly we contribute to the Body of Christ by a will-
ingness to continually examine our own practices and be-
liefs through the Spirit-directed searching of Scripture, to 
constantly be open to renewal and reformation. The Church 
which refuses to renew becomes a relic of history without 
power or purpose. 
Thirdly we can assist the cause of unity in the Church 
by seeking to understand the beliefs and practices of other 
churches. Most of our information about other groups is 
colored with prejudice and suspicion. We must be willing 
to learn about each other on a firsthand and personal basis. 
Finally we serve by sharing the distinctive insights 
which have been given to the several Churches. We do 
not force these insights upon one another, but rather bear 
witness to them in love. We cannot bear this witness if we 
hold aloof from other Churches. We can and ought to 
learn from one another how better to serve the Lord and 
practice our faith. 
The diverse nature of the Church today need not be 
divisive. Subjected to the authority of the Church's Head, 
it can even serve as the means of bringing Christians 
together in a greater awareness of our unity in Christ. 
SELVAR THE SEER, SEZ 
He was whiter than snow. I don't mean his face. It 
wasn't. Although he was American born he was of African 
descent and appeared to us as those of his heritage usually 
do. 
He worked in a chain drug store. He did his work most 
acceptably to those in whose hire he was. His personality 
was entirely agreeable and pleasing to his fellow workers. 
Both men and women appreciated his friendliness and 
were sorry when he was no longer present with his en-
couraging spirit of cheerfulness. 
His severance from the staff of the store came about 
in this way. It was a great store; there are many of them. 
They count it necessary to remain open for business seven 
days a week as practically all of the great stores in South-
ern. California do. 
But they hadn't reckoned with the backbone of this 
stalwart man (outward) of ebony hue. 
When asked to work on Sunday he said, "No, I am 
a Christian; I have other things to do on the Lord's day." 
"Well," said his manager, "then we cannot use you." So 
that settled it in so far as his service at that great store 
was concerned. 
But that isn't the end of the story. A short time later 
he met one of his former fellow workers at the great store. 
His report was, "I have a better job than I had and now 
have my Sundays free." 
What was the secret of this man's unmovability? 
One day he had prayed, 
"Lord Jesus, I long to be perfectly whole, 
I want Thee forever to live in my soul; 
Break down every fetter, take perfect control; 
Now wash me and I shall be perfectly whole." 
And God did it. 
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HEARING or LISTENING? 
/. N. Hostetter 
How can we present the message so it will be heard? 
In today's institutional church life we sing and pray and 
testify pretty much to ourselves. The sad part is, too often 
we sense self gratification in so doing and go home with 
a false sense of mission fulfilled. 
Never was the combination of miracle working Divine 
power with planned strategy and hard work needed any-
more than it is today. Even in today's business world there 
is a saying: "No cause can prosper without conviction and 
commitment." I ask myself again and again; do I really be-
lieve the Gospel provides the real answer to man's needs; 
a positive solution to man's present day predicaments. 
Allow me to raise a few questions: 
Do each of us have enough sinner friends? Jesus sat 
with them and ate with them. In today's setting He likely 
would have played with them. 
Is the impact of our Church's life being felt in the 
businesses and professions of our immediate communities? 
Do our trained youth return to the home church community, 
identify themselves with the church while becoming a 
part of professional and community business life? 
In the Church's mission and ministry what do I com-
municate? If people do not hear and will not listen to what 
I am saying, is the fault all with the listener? The answer 
is obvious. People may be like the small boy in a class room 
who appeared to be daydreaming when the teacher asked 
Bishop Hostetter is bishop of the Central Conference. 
if he had trouble hearing—he politely answered, *'No 
Ma'am, I have trouble listening." There isn't much good 
comes from answering questions people are not even asking. 
Do I communicate appreciation for the Gospel? Or, does 
my communication awaken appreciation for the Gospel? 
Let's face it—sometimes it is just plain timidity. We con-
verse freely on many subjects but say all too little about 
the Christ. 
Are we something like the Vermont farmer, who, sitting 
on the stoop after a hard day's work, surveyed his wife and 
said, "When I think of what you've meant to me all these 
years, sometimes it's more than I can stand not to tell you." 
One of our potent communications has to do with 
atmosphere. Are we friendly? Are we understanding? Do 
we know the art of listening? Do people sense that we 
have all the answers! Do we communicate a certain good-
ness that tends to close us off from those who have a real 
need? 
We're in this together: pastors, deacons, church board 
members and laymen. There is a sense in which we have 
our own assignments, but we are part of a team. I know, 
"It is not by might or by power but by my spirit saith the 
Lord." But, just stop and think how many things we help 
God to do in everyday life. This gives a vivid illustration 
of how important man is in fitting into a divine ministry. 
The head of World Book sales says, "We have never 
lost a salesman because he was eaten up or beaten up. 
Occasionally we lose one because he gives up. 
"Faithful is he that calleth you, who also will do it." 
Beyond Forgiveness 
(Continued from page two) 
within every man a piece of rebel territory where Christ 
desires to rule but where self is king. Forgiveness never 
reaches this citadel or unseats the tyrant. Surrender is 
needed to make the rebel a subject of the King. 
I recall Martin Niemoller's words to the seminary stu-
dent body, "If we make Christ Lord, He will be our 
Saviour." He was concerned about the usual but really 
unbiblical separation which Christian's make between 
Christ as Saviour and Christ as Lord. 
Brethren in Christ have taken the rebel element in our 
lives seriously. Surrender is as important a word in our 
vocabulary of Christian experience as is confession. Behind 
the disobedient acts is a rebellious nature. In the cross there 
is reconciliation as well as forgiveness. The rebel is cruci-
fied with Christ. 
In our Lenten pilgrimage we do well to reflect on 
George Matheson's hymn: 
"Make me a captive, Lord 
And then I shall be free 
Force me to render up my sword 
And I shall conqueror be." 
Recalling as well the words of our Lord who said: 
"Not every one that saith to me Lord, 
Lord, shall enter . . . but he that 
doeth the will of my Father . . ." 
From the Editor 
(Continued from page two) 
hogan Dr. Heisey and Peter Yazzie visited one Saturday 
night. 
The editor of the "Pulpi t and Pew" feature sees himself as 
the "ed i to r " rather than the "w r i t e r " of this page. So he 
usually furnishes appropr iate material from varied sources. 
This month we are pleased that he chose to write and we 
share "Pastor, Inspire My Conf idence" by Bishop A. M. 
Cl imenhaga. 
In the feature which we have entit led "The Contemporary 
Scene" we attempt to deal wi th issues and events in a bit 
more depth than the news section wou ld a l low. Many issues 
face our day—war—cr ime—urban iza t ion—drugs . In this is-
sue we share observation on two—hunger and authori ty. Our 
readership wi l l surely understand that this feature does not 
reflect either the editor's position or the Church's on the 
issues aired. It does, however, reflect what the editor con-
siders to be significant observations on important issues 
about which Christians should be informed. 
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A Bushman family seated in their village located a few miles from 
the Phumula Mission in the West Gwaai, Rhodesia. 
Rhodesia 
(Continued from page three) 
school holiday visiting the homes. Now there are two 
church buildings, five congregations, six Sunday Schools, 
and opportunities unlimited! 
A few years ago we heard of Rev. S. Vundhla and Rev. 
R. Mann going to the Gwaai—and disheartening stories 
about mud and primitive conditions. But now there is a 
church district in that area, and the offerings coming from 
the Gwaai District are enough to put many of our more 
sophisticated areas to shame. 
A little while ago a young man came to me and asked 
to teach Sunday School! He had seen the joy which others 
had found in teaching, and he wanted to be used of God 
as well. 
A Bible Institute graduate, very gifted with young 
people, was asked by another denomination to teach Sun-
day School and he gladly accepted. In Bulawayo young 
children waist high are asking their friends to come and 
hear about Jesus. Mothers are conducting Bible studies, 
inviting neighbours who do not go to church to come to 
their homes and study the Word of God. While some 
churches in Bulawayo are having trouble with getting 
their ministers to visit hospitals and prisons, we find some, 
who are not even preachers, gladly paying their own bus 
fare to take services. Secondary teachers right here at 
Matopo Mission willingly give of their weekends to con-
duct Sunday School workshops because there are Sunday 
School teachers who want to be more effective. 
At Mtshabezi Mission there has been a prayer meeting 
in the church at 5:30 each morning. Signs of revival 
are all about us. Our hearts are hungry for a real moving 
of the Spirit of God. 
Outside the Church 
Two of this year's Wanezi Bible School graduates were 
visiting in the location, handing out tracts and witnessing 
as the Lord gave them opportunity. A man came up to 
them and said, "I have been watching you as you have 
been walking and talking to people. There is something 
about you that is different. Tell me what you have to offer." 
A preacher of a Zionist church refused to let them go when 
they gave him a tract. He said, "God has brought you to 
me," and he wanted to learn more about the Bible. People 
m 
with physical ailments felt these men had been sent to 
them by God and were eager to ask for help. 
People are looking for an answer to this world's many 
troubles. They need to know that Christ is the answer to 
all our problems, and they are willing to listen if we ap-
proach them in a courteous and winsome manner. 
God is working in Rhodesia. But are we ready for 
revival? 
Characteristics of Recent Revival Movements 
Before speaking about God at work in Rhodesia, Don Zook 
had presented facts about the Holy Spirit's operation through 
the indigenous churches in Korea, South America, and Nigeria. 
He now proceeds to draw some conclusions pointing, as he 
says, to "definite indication that when the church obeys the 
conditions outlined in the Bible for revival, God—even in the 
20th century—moves in a remarkable way." 
Renewed Emphasis Upon Prayer 
"The work of a church is done at the Throne; all other 
work is mere detail." Another has expressed it this way: 
"Prayer is work; prayer works; and prayer leads to work." 
A soldier goes to meet the enemy with the most modern 
equipment available. Yet we often go to fight the world, 
the flesh, and the devil—and lay aside our mightiest 
weapon, prayer. 
A praying church is a victorious church. When we 
witness great victories we know they did not come from 
our words or our work. They come because of prayer . . . 
Through prayer we can release spiritual power and 
make possible a new work of the Holy Spirit in the heart 
of the one for whom we pray. Do we not often find this 
true in experience? We seek to win someone and there 
is no response; but after a period of intercession we see the 
awakening of interest or a sense of need. "He who would 
go to sinners for God must first go to God for sinners." 
Complete Dependence Upon the Holy Spirit 
When Jesus gave the disciples the tremendous task of 
going into the world and preaching the Gospel to every 
creature, He told them first to wait for the power of the 
Holy Spirit. (See Matt. 28:18, 19, Luke 24: 46-49, and 
Acts 1:8) 
Zeal wrought by the Holy Spirit accomplishes more 
for God than does either knowledge or talent. 
A well in the Gwaai area and the women who come to draw. 
Evangelical Visitor 
In the challenging book entitled Missions in Crisis, the 
authors put it this way: 
In a day when the Church has come to expect very 
little in terms of the supernatural, the Pentecostal 
churches characteristically expect the Holy Spirit 
to do the unusual thing, and they do not limit them-
selves to human resources. In talking with the mis-
sionaries of El Salvador, one finds that again and 
again they come back to the centrality of the person 
and work of the Holy Spirit in their teaching and in 
their ministry. 
Pentecostal churches are growing tremendously in num-
bers in many places. As church growth experts have tried 
to analyze this, they seem to concur that it is not the fact 
that they speak in tongues or have more noise in their 
meetings than many, but that they depend upon the power 
of the Holy Spirit to accomplish what is too great for man. 
At the same time large ecumenical churches which em-
phasize a common bond of friendship but neglect some-
what the teaching of God's personal work through the 
Holy Spirit seem to be decreasing in numbers and effec-
tiveness. 
. . . If any of us are to go out from this Conference to 
instill vision and concern into other people in the church, 
it will be because we have learned how to allow the Holy 
Spirit to have greater control of our fives . . . I shall go 
further than that. If there is going to be a difference in the 
Brethren in Christ Church from now on (and many prayers 
have been said to this effect), it will not be because we 
have a new title given to the task of witnessing. The words 
"NEW LIFE FOR ALL" are not going to be a magic 
chant which makes all our problems disappear. It will 
not be because we have found a more effective way to 
organize. It will only be because we have learned to let 
God do more of the organizing, and planning, and instilling 
of vision. 
Enthusiastic Witness of Every Christian 
Read the book of Acts again. You will note that the 
work was not dependent upon the apostles only. Every-
body was going from house to house witnessing . . . The 
apostles delegated work to those who could handle ad-
ministration and gave themselves to prayer and the min-
istry of the Word. When the deacons were chosen, they 
also witnessed. Stephen just couldn't keep his mouth shut 
. . . Even the new converts were active. Acts 9:20 says 
about Saul after his conversion: "And straightway he 
preached Christ in the synagogues, that he is the Son of 
God." . . . 
Throughout the world in almost every community there 
is a growing emphasis upon the importance and ministry 
of the rank and file Christian . . . this is demanded by the 
New Testament as well as by circumstances. It is not 
merely an expedient; it is a principle. 
The Rev. Kenneth Strachan, founder of Evangefism-
in-Depth in Latin America, propounded the following . . . 
guide to successful evangelism: 
"The growth of any movement is in direct proportion 
to the success of that movement in mobilizing its 
total membership in the propagation of its beliefs." 
This requires a knowledge of the Word of God by all 
believers. It is interesting to note how often the number 
of Christians trained in South America in various countries 
was similar to the number of souls that were saved . . . 
# # « * « » » # 
I heard that in a certain country some missionaries were 
concerned that the new converts were' witnessing right 
after their conversion. The missionaries felt that they were 
not mature enough yet to witness, and that their friends 
would see inconsistencies in their lives which would nullify 
their public profession. But their neighbours showed great 
interest and wanted to become Christians also. Their 
neighbours saw them as they were now and compared it 
with what they had been before, and were impressed with 
the difference. 
» # « # # # # * 
Of course, this may result in problems which we have 
not had before. Sometime ago I asked some people in the 
Hillcrest area near my house where they worshipped, and 
was told, "With the Brethren." "Where?" They replied 
"In Burnside." But we do not have a Brethren in Christ 
congregation listed in our reports as meeting in Burnside 
and so I made inquiries. A European living in the area 
had felt there should be services for Africans and asked 
(Continued on page eleven) 
A preaching point in the Mtshahezi District. 




Youth - Sunday 
A European for One Year 
Joh. W. Hilverda 
During the last five years small groups of Christian 
young people from the United States and Canada have 
spent a year as a "trainee" in Germany, Holland, France, 
Switzerland or Luxembourg. 
Trainees live with a family and are responsible for a 
full-time job during their stay in Europe. They may work 
on a farm, in a flower nursery, a hospital, children's home 
or home for the aged, a factory, a printshop or in a house-
hold. The trainee earns room and board, round-trip travel 
expenses from New York to Europe and some pocket 
money. 
This is an opportunity for young people to broaden 
their horizons. Now, more than ever before, the peoples of 
other nations are becoming neighbors and we must learn 
to get along with each other. The first step in getting along 
is learning to know each other. 
Living and working in another country for a year gives 
the trainee a real chance to learn to know other people and 
to learn to know more about himself. It also provides an 
opportunity to learn another language. As our world be-
comes smaller and smaller, a second language becomes 
more and more important. 
The program also brings American and Canadian young 
people into contact with Christian families in Europe. The 
trainee learns to know the Dutch, German, French or 
Swiss people, their church life, their way of thinking, their 
problems. It also means that the trainee can contribute,-
as he represents his own church and what it stands for 
among the European Christian community. 
"I must say the church here and our church back home 
vary greatly outwardly, but I find that their objectives are 
quite similar," relates Gordon Janzen, a 1967-68 trainee. 
"I think the important thing is that people try to under-
stand and accept each other for what they are instead of 
trying to find a happy medium. The other part of the 
- trainee life was also interesting: learning a language, find-
ing new friends, eating bread with sugar, working with 
flowers and touring through Europe." 
Another former trainee, Sue Loewen, "would advise 
other young people to enter a trainee program for a year 
and experience it for yourself. It is something that cannot 
be bought nor can it be learned in school. You must live 
through it yourself to get the real value of it." 
Trainees must be between 19 to 30 years of age. They 
usually work and live at two different places during their 
stay in Europe. The trainee year includes four weeks of 
vacation in which the trainees have opportunity to see 
Europe with its cultural traditions, beautiful old cities, 
landscape covered with flowers and historical monuments. 
All this does not mean that a year in Europe will be 
purely pleasure, ease and fun. It will provide much pleas-
ure, adventure and the thrill of new experiences. It may 
also' bring loneliness, misunderstanding and perhaps hard 
and unpleasant work. But problems and troubles are a 
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challenge; they can build your character, test your faith, 
make you more mature and give you a better understanding 
of others. 
For more information, write to Doreen Harms, Men-
nonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa. 17501. 
T h e Return of V.D. 
Each year there are about 1.25 million cases of 
syphilis and gonorrhea in the U.S. making them the 
nation's top infectious diseases. In 1965 the greatest 
number of infectious syphilis cases since 1950 was 
reported, a total of 23,250. In the 15 to 19-year-old age 
group, cases have increased 232 per cent over 1957; 
in the 20-24 group, 246 per cent. The rise extends to 
all age groups and to all social levels. 
The Venereal Disease Research Laboratory in 
Atlanta estimated 3,000 new cases spring up each 
day. The highest incidence is among middle-class 
teenagers. The laboratory estimates that 800,000 
Americans have syphilis and don't know it. Of those 
800,000, one in 15 will develop syphilitic heart disease, 
one in 25 will be crippled, one in 50 will develop 
syphilitic insanity, and one in 100 will go blind. To 
gain a measure of victory in the race to stop V.D., a 
recent study committee proposed that venereal dis-
ease education should begin not later than the eighth 
grade. One leading researcher of V.D. has said the 
disease has been defeated with medicine but we must 
still defeat ignorance and apathy. 
Peace Research Funds Available 
The Mennonite Peace Section office recently 
learned that the United States Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency has scholarship funds available for 
peace research, and, it was agreed, that Mennonite 
graduate students should be encouraged to make 
applications. 
Funds up to a maximum of $6,000 for a one-year 
period are available to individual applicants engaged 
in dissertation research which has the purpose of 
increasing "understanding of the fundamental factors 
which bear upon the creation of a suitable environ-
ment and viable structure for the resolution of inter-
national conflict and limitation of arms." 
Applications should be sent to the Committee on 
ACDA Support of Dissertation Research, Division of 
the Behavioral Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 20418. 
Evangelical Visitor 
EDUCATION SUNDAY SCHOOL 
School - Home 
Harvesting the Sunday School 
Charles Norman 
Fruitful Sunday schools have many things in common. 
Glimpses into the workings of a growing Sunday school are 
revealing. 
The Sunday school worker sitting with spread out note 
paper, file folders, books and a wistful but determined look 
proves to be Mr. Superintendent himself. He is trying to 
put into action the progressive and aggressive concepts out-
lined at the List Board meeting as it planned for enlarge-
ment and outreach for the next 12 months and beyond. The 
Board dealt with hopes, percentages of increase, and goals 
which the superintendent is trying to translate into people. 
For he, with the Board, has been planning. Long ago he 
discovered that the Sunday school could indeed "run itself" 
but it couldn't get anywhere that way. Effective leadership 
calls for thorough planning and he knows it. 
When we look in on our friend again, we find him in 
a similar pose. This time, though, he has a Bible, reference 
books, notebooks of ideas collected through the years, 
leadership training filmstrips and a chalkboard on which 
he has done some drawing. Having planned last night for 
a good projection of goals, he is now preparing: preparing 
teacher training sessions, preparing dynamic Sunday School 
openings for the various departments, preparing the final 
details of a meaningful promotion day, preparing a Sunday 
school "Stimulator Talk" to give at some of the social ac-
tivities of the church. 
In other homes, a strange sight indeed is presented for 
our observation. Although it is early in the week, tables 
are littered with commentaries, several versions of the 
Bible, books of illustrations, Bible dictionaries and well 
filled note paper. These people are teachers and they, too, 
are preparing. They, with the superintendent, are putting 
into effective operation the plans made in past days. 
Planning and preparation will enable them to meet their 
classes with a message from God and Scriptural answers to 
the sometimes skeptical questions of some of the class. 
They are planning and preparing to win souls to Christ. 
In other areas, we note busy people knocking on doors 
and asking a familiar question, "Will you come to our 
Sunday school?" or a statement, "We missed you last Sun-
day. Come back!" Others are dialing number after number 
on the phone and carrying on similar conversations. Some 
are writing notes and cards that say, "We need you and 
we think you need us. How can we get together?" Yonder 
a young man is carefully washing a bus while another 
is skillfully relettering the Sunday school name on his bus. 
All of these seem intent on a quest. Indeed they are. They 
are in pursuit of pupils. Hand in hand with the superin-
tendent and teachers, they are after people for Christ. 
All this planning, preparing and pursuing reminds us 
of a farmer scattering seed. And so it is, for these are 
literally "sowing" the Sunday school. 
If that much work goes into sowing the Sunday school, 
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Charles Norman is the pastor of the Rosebank Church near 
Hope, Kansas. He is the Regional Representative on the Com-
mission on Sunday School. 
what kind of harvest do the sowers expect? Like any 
progressive farmer, they expect a bountiful harvest. 
In fact, they expect a three phase reaping. The initial 
harvest is one of gathering souls. Having scattered the 
precious seed, they now look forward to returning, bringing 
their sheaves with them. This evangelistic reaping of the 
Sunday school has made the planning, preparing and pur-
suit worthwhile. For does not the Scripture say, "He that 
goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall 
doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves 
with him." Psalm 126:6. And Jesus said, "Lift up your eyes, 
and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest. 
And he that reapeth receiveth wages, and gathereth fruit 
unto life eternal: that both he that soweth and he that 
reapeth may rejoice together." John 4:35b, 36. 
After the joy of the initial harvest, a subsequent harvest 
of nearly equal importance nears for the well directed 
Sunday school. It is the harvest of habits that will be form-
ing in every student to help him attain both character and 
spiritual achievements. Because workers have planned, 
prepared, and pursued the students, these students are 
being taught the great lesson of regularity in worship. 
Sunday school is not a catch as catch can affair, but a 
regularly planned session and those who attend learn the 
importance of regular, systematic worship. Hard on the 
heels of regularity is punctuality. A valuable trait for all 
of life, its attainment does not mean spirituality but 
spiritual people know the value of punctuality. Preparing 
lessons will teach proper Bible study habits. A good teacher 
has also taught the value of the Word hidden in the heart. 
Verses learned as a toddler stick for life and never lose their 
value. Yes, the subsequent harvest is highly complementary 
to the initial harvest. 
But perhaps to the life of the church, in the long look, 
the potential harvest is the greatest of all. For in the 
potential harvest, in the human element, lies the fife of the 
church. Here, knowing a personal salvation, with habits 
for a life of service and training in the Christian concepts 
of morals, service and sacrifice, are the future laymen of 
the church. Here are the Sunday school teachers and 
leaders of tomorrow being trained in the same school that 
one day they will lead. Here in the potential harvest are the 
future pastors and evangelists who will on another day 
blaze a trail for God in the pulpits of the land. Coming 
hand in hand with these we see tomorrow's missionaries. 
All of these, now learning—then producing, in service for 
Christ because somewhere, sometime your Sunday school 
or mine touched their lives. 
The Sunday school: A lot of work? Yes! Sometimes 
discouraging? Yes! Demanding self-sacrificial sowing? Yes! 
But where else can YOU, where else can I, gather for our 
sowing, in planning, preparing, pursuing, such a harvest 
of sheaves in souls, spiritual habits and future sowers of 
the Sunday school? 
Perhaps no other arm of the church so fully obeys our 
Lord's command, "Teaching them to observe all things . . ." 
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A VISIT TO A HOGAN 
Marion J. Heisey 
"My grandpa and grandma want to be baptized, too." 
These were the words of an eighth grade girl who stopped 
at our house on a Friday afternoon prior to the Sunday 
of the baptismal service. When I returned from town that 
evening, my wife told me about the incident. The girl was 
one of six Mission school children who were planning to 
be baptized. But I thought to myself, "The grandparents 
don't even attend the Mission Chapel. But as I further 
pondered the issue, the more I felt prompted to pay them 
Bah and Roy Newton the hosts of the Saturday night visit. 
a visit. I contacted Peter Yazzie, our Navajo interpreter, 
and we planned to go to their hogan Saturday evening 
after supper. 
It was dark and rainy. Scattered showers throughout 
the day had made the mission grounds very muddy. I 
pulled up to the entrance of the hospital as Peter came out 
the door in his wheelchair after eating supper in the hos-
pital dining room. I lifted him into the mission station 
wagon while one 'of the I-W fellows pushed his empty 
wheelchair up to Peter's room. 
We started out the dirt road from the Mission which 
is two and one half miles from the pavement leading to 
Roy and Bah's hogan. In recent years they moved from 
Chaco to their new location because of increasing difficulty 
in getting around. The road was greasy with mud from the 
rains during the day. Several times we nearly slid into the 
ditch while creeping along at 20 mph. Once we did slide 
into the ditch, but sufficient momentum and acceleration 
kept us from bogging down. Rains on New Mexico dirt 
roads can produce conditions worse than snow or ice. 
Finally, we reached their hogan. It looked dark from 
the vehicle, as though no one was home. I left the motor 
running while walking around to the other side of the 
hogan. From a small window came dim rays of light. I 
went around to the door and knocked. Roy Newton came 
to the door and asked in Navajo who was there. I replied 
and told him we had come from the Mission to visit them. 
He invited us in, so I went to the vehicle and carried Peter 
through the small, narrow door of the round mud hogan 
and sat him on the iron bed next to the wood burning stove. 
It was a single bed with a couple lightweight blankets 
over top. 
We situated ourselves in the one-room structure. One 
glance around told us much. Most of this elderly couple's 
earthly belongings were inside this room. Several boxes 
and trunks contained clothing and blankets. A make-shift 
cupboard contained sugar, flour, coffee, and other es-
sential foods. On the stove was a pot of food cooking. The 
aroma of burning cedar wood filled the room with a 
poignant smell. Roy moved to the stove and placed more 
wood on the fire. 
"We came to visit you because we hear you want to be 
baptized. Is this correct?" Yes, it was correct. They did 
want to be baptized. From this start we then discussed 
many things. We asked if they were believers and if they 
knew the reason we teach baptism. We explained the 
method of baptism, and even demonstrated the motions. 
All of this, of course, was done through Peter, our inter-
preter. Finally, after going over everything which we felt 
was important, I told them we were going to pray. Peter 
stopped me and said, "But we haven't talked to Bah yet." I 
supposed all the time we were talking to the two of them. 
So we then went over everything again. She gave her 
testimony and told how the Lord had healed her when she 
had a broken leg. Even the mission staff remarked how 
The class of twelve Navajos baptized on January 26. 
rapidly she recovered for such an old person. But she said 
she was unable to go up and down steps. She was barely 
able to get around, and said she was unable to kneel. She 
asked if it would be possible to use a bucket instead of 
going down into the baptistry. We explained to her that it 
was not the method that was so important, but the intent 
and attitude of the heart. We told her we would make 
arrangements so she would not have to step into the water. 
Finally, we were ready for the closing prayer. Together 
the four of us bowed our heads as Peter prayed a special 
blessing upon this elderly couple who had come through 
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life after the manner and custom of the Navajo culture. 
And now, up in years as they were, they expressed their 
desire to identify with the Lord Jesus Christ through 
baptism. 
The next day twelve people were baptized in the after-
noon service. Roy and Bah were among them. From the 
oldest to the youngest they took their turn and were bap-
tized into the death of the Lord Jesus Christ. Baptism 
means different things to different people. Exactly what 
it meant to Roy and Bah, God only knows. But of this we 
feel confident, it was a spiritual experience that had deep 
significance for them. 
Rhodesia 
(Continued from page seven) 
some of our Christians to assume responsibility. The min-
isters were asked about it and felt that the Church could 
not guarantee preachers every Sunday, and couldn't pay 
another pastor's thank offering . . . But the services got 
started . . . The people feel they are Brethren in Christ and 
some time this group is going to ask for "official" recogni-
tion. When they do, I am going to support their request, 
because I preached there this last Sunday! New Sunday 
Schools are going to be established even though we can't 
keep our eyes on all that is going on . . . 
Nurture or Consolidation 
At our last General Conference we called this ministry 
of the church Christian Nurture. In the NLFA materials, 
it is called Consolidation or Follow-up. I believe Billy 
Graham has made a statement to the effect that 90% of the 
church's task in evangelism is to provide help to those 
who have made confessions of faith. 
"The Church is not a gallery for the exhibition of 
eminent Christians but a school for the education 
of imperfect ones." 
Indeed this task is of such magnitude that I cannot 
outline its necessity or importance here. But in all our 
enthusiasm for evangelism and reaching the untold multi-
tudes, we must not lose sight of this responsibility which 
Christ entrusted to us when He said, "Feed my lambs . . . 
Feed my sheep." 
Our personal responsibility is to find out what God 
would have us do and to do it. 
MAPENDHLA MOYO 
A cablegram from Salisbury, Rhodesia, received 
in the Board for Missions Office reads: 
MAPENDHLA PASSED AWAY 6 :30 P.M., MARCH 6 T H , 
INFORM SONS. 
This cable had closely followed an earlier one 
informing the Mission Board of his critical condition. 
He was suffering from cancer. 
Two of Brother Moyo's sons are in the States: 
Edwin is in Medical School at Howard University, 
Washington, D.C. Edward is attending Geneva Col-
lege, Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. 
He was well known to the church in the United 
States and Canada through his studies at Messiah 
College and his visit through the church. He was a 
leader in the Brethren in Christ Church in Africa and 
his loss will be deeply felt. 
The church is called to remember in prayer Mrs. 
Moyo and her family as well as the Church in Africa. 
Bihar News Notes (India) 
Read for interest, thanksgiving, sympathy, prayer! 
Gulabi McCarty spent ten days visiting in the B in C area of 
Bihar. She had taught in the Saharsa Mission School, 1950-53, 
before attending Messiah College. 
Dr. Lowell Mann, James Cober, and Harvey Sider attended the 
annual Evangelical Fellowship of India (EFI) Conference at 
Bhubaneswar, Orissa, Jan. 8-12. 
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Kreider finally received their baggage which 
had been delayed due to an explosion and fire in the ship. Fortu-
nately, nothing of the Kreiders' baggage was damaged — another 
answer to prayer! They certainly were glad to get warmer clothes 
when Mr. Whitwill took some to them in Dehra Dun where the 
temperature can get quite low. 
January 31 to February 2, 18 missionaries and 9 children 
gathered for a Retreat at Banmankhi with Bishop Malagar and 
Rev. John Gamble as speakers. Both of the above-named speakers 
had also participated in the monthly Leaders Meetings held at 
Banmankhi. 
There are 90 children in the Barjora Hostel and 15 children 
living in the community under the SPIC program—making a total 
of 105 children under SPIC, as compared to last year's 92. More 
sponsors welcome! 
There were 14 baptisms during the Christmas tour in the Uraon 
Church. 
Construction on a new general ward, to be a mirror image of 
the Yoder Ward built in 1960, has been started. General ward 
capacity will thus be increased to 18. There are 26 TB inpatients 
and only 20 rooms in the TB compound. Jugat Sutihar, the faithful 
mission carpenter for many years, died this past month; and we 
feel this loss keenly. 
Enrollment at the Saharsa Mission Day School is again over 
225. Work has been begun for an addition to the small bungalow 
and on a new building for the Literature Center. 
Anna Jean Mann 
Musser-Slater Wedding 
Miss Beryl Slater of Manchester, England, and Mr. David Musser, 
formerly of Grantham, exchanged marriage vows at the Mtshabezi 
Mission Church, Rhodesia, on August 24, 1968. David is the son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Musser (Grantham congregation) now 
serving at Macha hospital, Zambia. The couple met while at L'Abri, 
Switzerland. 
In the ceremony performed by Rev. Albert Harvey and Bishop 
Alvin Book, the groom's father offered a prayer. 
Following the ceremony, an outdoor reception was held at the 
mission, and African friends offered their gifts and best wishes 
after the wedding feast. The African church expressed their ap-
preciation for a fine example of a truly Christian wedding. 
Mr. and Mrs. Musser are at home at Mtshabezi Mission, where 
they are serving in the mission program. 
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Pulfbit and Peat 
"Pastor—Inspire My Confidence" 
Arthur M. Climenhaga 
In considering the nature of the Christian ministry, we 
should look at a few basic ideas. We need to examine the 
types of matters with which the ministry deals; we need to 
understand something of the nature of man and of God, 
and we need to know something of the relationships exist-
ing between God and individual human beings. 
Every human being in this world has a relationship 
whether he is God-fearing or atheist, Gentile or Jew, white, 
black, or any other color. This basic relationship is that 
which exists between a created being and his Creator, and 
as such, is inescapable. This relationship does not in any 
way give one assurance of God's individual approval. It 
simply means that man lives within God's creative action 
and therefore has a share in the characteristics which make 
him human rather than inhuman. 
The quality of the relationship existing between the 
individual and God will determine primarily the nature 
of his existence after death, and secondarily, the nature 
of his existence here on earth. If the relationship has been 
established according to the directions set forth in Scrip-
ture, through faith in the atonement of Christ, repentance 
and turning from his sinful ways, the individual enjoys 
God's presence with him now and His eternal reward of 
fellowship with Him in heaven. 
The basic function of the Christian ministry is to pro-
mote right relationships between individuals and their God. 
How may a third party effectively influence this relation-
ship? A marriage counselor may try to help one or the 
other partner in a strained relationship, but the best situa-
tion exists when he is invited and welcomed by both. Like-
wise, the success of any attempt by an individual to alter 
or influence the relationship between a man and his God 
depends on the invitation of at least one and preferably 
both. We see the truth of the statement that the success 
of the minister is largely determined elsewhere than in the 
study and the pulpit. Rather it is determined in the hearts 
of individual men and in the heart of God. If both are 
attuned to and involved in the work of the third party, 
the minister, his efforts will result in improved relations 
between them. 
Must the minister always limit himself and his ministry 
with the thought that he must not speak to a person until 
specifically asked? God forbid! He has the call of God and 
this call constitutes a divine franchise which is God's in-
vitation to him to enter into His relationship with any 
person. The sincerely called-of-God man has the minimum 
invitation needed to become a third influential party in 
God's relationship with any man. With God's invitation 
he is entitled to, and can legitimately expect to have, access 
to God in behalf of any such relationship. 
How does the minister go about the task of getting in-
vited by the human half of the relationship? First, he is 
invited to become the minister of a local church where from 
the pulpit, in pastoral calling and social interaction, he 
speaks to them about God. Up to this point the minister 
cannot take for granted the invitation of any individual to 
enter into his relationship with God and to do so is to risk 
resistance and resentment on the part of that person. 
Let me clarify one fact—the minister is human and as 
such may make mistakes. He is not obligated to make no 
mistakes, but he is obligated to speak the truth. He is not 
obligated to know God perfectly, but he is obligated to 
know Him. It seems to me that God will see to it that no 
soul is lost due to an honest mistake of His minister. Oc-
casional misunderstandings perhaps, occasional confusion 
likely, but never a soul should be lost by the human errors 
of an honest and sincere Christian. I believe that Christian 
ministers and laymen alike may believe God for this 
much. He must do this for us or we all perish. 
Now comes the crucial question. Out of these condi-
tions, do there come actual sincere invitations from in-
dividuals for the minister to actively assist them in the 
development of right relationships with God? Up to this 
point, the minister is a functionary only—serving the organ-
ization, earning his salary, but not performing the most 
important task. And this task makes the Christian ministry 
the high and holy calling that it is. 
Unless his people see in him one who can be trusted to 
clarify and help their individual relationships to God, they 
sit in the pews with closed minds. We have all heard the 
expression, "to be prayed up." What does it mean, if not 
that the minister has faithfully cared for the business of 
interpreting the needs of himself and his people to God, 
whose invitation he has? To receive the invitation of the 
individual, the decisive factor will be the confidence the 
minister has inspired in the heart of that person that he 
himself has a vital relationship with God. 
The ultimate task of the minister may not be as im-
possible as it may appear at first. It boils down to the 
same thing as the task of every sincere Christian—that of 
living as close to God as possible and being attuned to the 
needs of the people in his circle of influence. This reveals 
a significant point—that the ministry is by no means con-
fined to paid pastors. Rather, it is the high function of all 
whose lives are such that the necessary invitations come 
to them. However, the responsibility of the God-called 
minister is a heavy one, and one which deserves every bit 
of encouragement, support and prayer that we, as laymen, 
can muster. Above all, it deserves the invitation of an open 
mind and a receptive heart on the part of us who sit in the 
pews. When I can do that, my minister can help me in my 
quest for a sound relationship with God. 
Finally, with God's help, I may be able to take up some 
small portion of the heavy burden of responsibility which 
rests upon the shoulders of the pitifully few men who 
have been willing to say to God with all their hearts, "Here 
am I. Send me." I pray that it may be so for me. I prav 
that it may be so for you. 
DRESHER, John M., Meditations for the Newly Married; Herald 
Press, 1969 
Reviewed by Eher B. Dourte 
The early years of marriage are, without doubt, the most 
crucial. Wholesome adjustment or lack of it create patterns of 
response which lead either to blessed family life, or strained family 
relationship. The strained relationships develop into two types. The 
bitter endurance of an unenjoyable relationship or the dissolution 
brought by the divorce courts. Forty-two per cent of divorces occur 
during the first five years of married life. 
In light of this need author Dresher is moving to the heart of 
the problem in presenting these meditations for the newly married. 
They are "woven from the threads of scriptural teaching and human 
experience," and speak to the very down to earth facts of marital 
adjustment. 
(Continued on page thirteen) 
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The Contemporary Scene 
When one individual inflicts death on another, it is cal led 
murder. The question arises: What do we call it when the 
world 's richest society permits some of its citizens to die 
untimely deaths for lack of f o o d ; al lows some of its babies 
never to live at al l? 
Ten Mi l l ion Hungry Americans 
Ten mill ion American people are suffering the effects 
of severe malnutr i t ion. This was the embarrassing testimony 
heard by the Senate Select Committee on Nutri t ion and 
Human Needs. 
Ten mill ion? Hungry? Both facts are incomprehensible to 
most people. Only a mathematician might be able to grasp 
the f igure: 10,000,000. Few others could name three hungry 
persons. 
Yet when one wel l - fed family personally discovers one 
hungry family nearby, the abstraction takes on flesh and the 
heart is moved to act wi th compassion. Such was the case 
recently for a fami ly in Lancaster County whose quest for 
concrete involvement led them to the home of a poor fami ly. 
So poor, in fact, that a handful of potatoes was the last 
food left in the house, and they were to stretch for several 
days until the father received his weekly pay check. So poor 
that the nine-month old child weighed no more than it did at 
two-months, crying itself to sleep with hunger night af ler 
night. The other children went off to school hungry each 
morning without breakfast. " I didn' t know how to tell them 
w h y , " the mother said. 
Dr. Arnold E. Schaefer of the Public Health Service is 
directing the extensive survey which wi l l provide the Senate 
Committee with the first comprehensive study of nutrit ion in 
America. He has conducted nutrition surveys for the govern-
ment for 33 underdeveloped countries. 
Dr. Schaefer indicated in testimony before the Senate 
Committee that prel iminary findings indicate that malnutrit ion 
is as serious among the poor in the U.S. as in the Central 
American countries of Guatemala, Costa Rica, Panama, 
Honduras and other countries recently surveyed. 
The late Senator Robert Kennedy headed the first eye-
witness investigation of hunger, touring Mississippi wi th the 
Senate Sub-committee on Poverty. 
Its members declared they had found evidence over-
whelming their worst preconceptions. Senator George Mur-
phy exclaimed at the t ime: " I d idn' t know that we were 
going to be deal ing wi th the situation of starving people 
and starving youngsters." 
In the United States, 29 mill ion citizens live in poverty. 
Ten mill ion of these—the poorest of the poor—lack the first 
necessity of l i fe: food . 
Sobering as is the magnitude of this problem, even more 
disturbing is the effect deficient diets have upon the millions 
thus af f l ic ted. 
Testimony heard by Senator McGovern's committee has 
stressed that poverty means i l l - fed pregnant women, which 
means i l l - fed fetuses in the womb, which means a high infant 
mortal i ty rate. " A p p a l l i n g l y " high mental retardation and 
intellectual inferiority is noted in the survivors, wi th further 
lack of brain growth due to poor diets in the crucial pre-
school years. 
A child's brain grows to 90 per cent of its ful l size be-
tween the ages of one and four, the Senate Poverty Sub-
committee states. If his brain is not supplied with enough 
protein, it w i l l not grow. And it w i l l not grow after he is 
four, even if he gets enough protein then. The brain damage 
suffered is irreversible leaving the child mental ly retarded 
for life. 
"Autocrat ic Society" Dead, Guidance Group Told 
The autocratic society is dead, and university presidents, 
high school principals, teachers and parents must learn this, 
a Vienna-born psychiatrist said in church-sponsored lectures 
in Minneapol is. 
" W e can no longer run schools for our ch i ldren," said 
Dr. Rudolf Dreikurs, professor of psychiatry at the Chicago 
Medical School and director of the Al f red Adler Institute in 
Chicago. " W e have to get their part icipat ion in decision-
mak ing . " 
The 71-year-o ld psychiatrist and author warned that 
many universities wi l l close and that there wi l l be more and 
more rebell ion and war fare in schools and in families until 
responsibility is shared by a l l . 
Schools are on a collision course, and an act of force, 
such as expulsion, wi l l not solve any problem, he said. 
Conflicts over whether students should be permitted to 
wear b l i o jeans and long hair should be handled by student 
councils, Dr. Dreikurs said, but he emphasized that student 
councils must represent al l groups and not just the "goody -
goodies." 
At present, he said, schools are organized so many 
students feel like second-class citizens. Most student councils, 
he claimed are not true democracies. Dr. Dreikurs said teach-
ers need to be taught how to maintain "democrat ic" class-
rooms. 
"From the kindergarten up, every teacher should be 
graded by students," he told an applauding audience of 
parents, teachers and teenagers at a conference on child 
guidance at Hennepin Avenue United Methodist church. 
Book Review 
(Continued from page twelve) 
The book consists of thirty meditations. Each meditation is 
developed around a scriptural message or idea. Each meditation is 
three or four pages in length. There is a progression of emphasis 
in the book. The first ten meditations are built around the theme, 
"Developed after the Divine Pattern." They lay an excellent founda-
tion for the understanding of wholesome relationships in marriage. 
Several themes dominate this section; marriage is a gift from God, the 
miracle of marriage, God involvement in marriage, sex and procrea-
tion. 
The second section of the book deals with the theme, "Deepened 
by Christian Virtues." The ten meditations in this section deal with 
such topics as: the meaning and function of love, the place of 
nurture, courtesy, acceptance, companionship, adjustment and for-
giveness. 
The third section treats the theme, "Devoted to Worthy Ob-
jectives." This section presents ten meditations dealing with such 
practical problems as; dealing with differences, finances, relatives, 
togetherness, and communication. This section concludes with two 
excellent meditations on "Seven Great and Good Guides," and 
"Worship and Wisdom." 
The author's style is pleasing and readable. He gives evidence 
of being able to write to the subject with clarity, insight, and an 
awareness not only of problems, but of the Christian's resources. 
The book is attractively bound, and is gift boxed. This is an 
excellent book as a gift for the "Newly Married." It also has a 
message for persons married for some time. Therefore, it could fill 
an important place in your church library or among your resource 
books to help couples find wholesomeness in their developing 
relationships. 
This book may be purchased from any one of the Christian Light 
Book Stores 
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CHURCH NEWS 
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE 
"Let Love Guide You" was the theme of 
the Missionary Conference held February 28 
to March 1 and 2, at the Fairview Avenue 
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. and Mrs. 
Carl Ginder, Rev. and Mrs. Earl Musser and 
daughters speaking. A fellowship supper was 
held Sunday evening at the parsonage. There 
was a good response to the Faith Promise—a 
goal of $6,150.00 being set for the coming 
year for Missions. 
Green Springs, Pa., Brethren in Christ 
Church reports a service of Dedication of 
Children, February 9, when two babies were 
dedicated to the Lord. The following Sunday 
another one was dedicated. During the ab-
sence of the pastor, Rev. John L. Rosenberry, 
who was ministering in a revival at Tremont, 
Pa., Brother Barton Starr had charge of the 
services for February 16th and Brother Charles 
Lenker, a guidance counselor at Bermudian 
Springs High School, had the service February 
23. 
During April the Sunday morning worship 
service of the Carlisle Brethren in Christ 
Church will be broadcast over Radio W100. 
New Guilford Brethren in Christ Church 
will have as their speaker Dr. J. C. McPheeters, 
Wilmore, Kentucky, March 30 through April 6. 
February 2, 1969 was Crusader Day at the 
Five Forks Church with the Crusaders having 
charge of the entire service. The young peo-
ple gave programs to the sick and elderly of 
the community and in the evening saw the 
film "Goal to Go." 
March 2, 1969 was "Youth Sunday" at the 
Hollotvell Brethren in Christ Church, Waynes-
boro, Pa., with the youth serving in all de-
partments of the church. Rev. Donald Wilker-
son Co-director of Teen Challenge in New 
York was the speaker. 
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE 
The Quiz Team of the Manor Brethren in 
Christ Church has been active contesting with 
other teams with good success. While the 
pastor, Rev. Roy Peterman, conducted revival 
meetings at the Wainfleet, Ontario, Brethren 
in Christ Church, Rev. Henry Hostetter and 
John Yeatts, the youth director, took care of 
the local services. The Ladies Sewing Circle 
of the Manor congregation helped sew at the 
Messiah Home during the month of March. 
The Crusaders had February 23rd as their 
special day when the young people had charge 
of the services at Manor. The youth director, 
John Yeatts spoke on the subject "Dare to Be 
Brave." The film on Martin Luther was shown 
in the evening. 
CENTRAL CONFERENCE 
The Pleasant Hill, Ohio, Brethren in Christ 
Church featured a Peace Conference with Rev. 
E. J. Swalm as the speaker. This program 
was held March 21, 22, and 23, 1969. 
MIDWEST CONFERENCE 
From Bethany, Oklahoma Brethren in Christ 
Church—'"We appreciated the ministry and 
challenge of the missionary team January 31 
through February 2. They were: Rev. Earl 
Musser and Misses Anna Kettering, Dorothy 
Gish, and Miriam Frey. Their presentation of 
the work in Africa will not soon be forgotten 
by our congregation," 
More Rain—More Floods 
Norman Wingert, MCC Coordinator, Reed-
ley, California, reports that additional rains 
late in February have brought additional 
flooding and mud slides to Central and South-
ern California. Names familiar to readers of 
the Evangelical Visitor would be: "Old Baldy" 
on which mountain a mud slide buried three 
children of one family; Tulare County, in 
which Waukena is located, had 40,000 acres 
under water. Mrs. Arthur Grove, wife of the 
pastor at Waukena, drove families made home-
less by the flooding to Reedley for clothing. 
The rainy season is only three-fourths over. 
Exceptionally heavy snow lies in the Sierras— 
on one peak it is reported to be 45 feet deep. 
A report of MDS involvement appeared in 
the February 24 issue. There is need for 
additional help to restore homes to useable 
condition and repair damages caused by flood-
ing and slides. 
A typical break in an irrigation canal. This 
one near Dinuba, California. 
Camp Freedom Reports a Good Camp 
The youngest of the Brethren in Christ 
Camp Meetings is growing. Capacity crowds 
from many states and Canada characterized 
the evening services. The spirit of the camp 
was good. 
Bishop C. B. Byers and Rev. Robb French 
were the principal speakers with Mr. and Mrs. 
Wilford Edwards and the Hobe Sound Bible 
College providing the special music. 
Missions Day was observed with Rev. and 
Mrs. Fred Holland, Rev. Rupert Turman, and 
Mrs. Lloyd Buckwalter as featured speakers. 
Another house was purchased to provide 
additional lodging facilities. Rev. Harry Hock 
continues as Camp Director. Paul Buckwalter 
serves as camp caretaker. 
Stewardship—Recognition Dinner 
A Stewardship Dinner held in the fellow-
ship hall of the Upland Church, January 7, 
became the occasion for the recognition of two 
local men for their contribution of time, con-
cern, and finances to the support of Upland 
College. 
Sam Yocum, a West Covina businessman, 
and Richard Evans, an attorney from Ontario, 
were the recipients of a formal expression of 
appreciation presented by Millard Herr on 
behalf of the Brethren in Christ community. 
Dwight Bert presented plaques honoring these 
men for their services to the College. 
This occasion of recognition was appropriate 
not only because of the significant contribu-
tion which each of these men gave but because 
their relationship to the College was not based 
on a denominational loyalty. Neither men were 
members of the supporting denomination. 
Their involvement was based upon an appre-
ciation and respect for the spiritual and 
educational ministry of Upland College as 
they had witnessed and felt its impact. 
In concluding his presentation Millard 
Herr said: 
"Here are two men that were good stewards 
of what they had—on our behalf, and we are 
forever grateful. And in so doing they became 
good stewards of the Grace of God . . ." 
Frogmore Church Deeded to Canadian Conference 
By a unanimous vote at a community meet-
ing held on Wednesday evening, February 12, 
the deed to the property of the Tabernacle 
Union Chapel (Frogmore) was turned over 
to the Canadian Conference. This community 
chapel had been built in 1890 shortly before 
a Brethren in Christ ministry came into the 
area., 
It was in the late 1890's that Christian 
Winger held a revival meeting in Norfolk 
County. Three couples were converted during 
that meeting and became the nucleus of a 
Brethren in Christ fellowship. 
In the years which followed monthly preach-
ing services were provided by ministers from 
the Ontario Church. Tent meetings were held 
in the summers. In 1927 John Nigh began 
to hold weekly prayer meetings. In 1931 
Walter Taylor became the first resident pastor. 
Following his death in 1932, Edward Gilmore 
served as pastor for more than eight years. In 
1945 the present pastor, Alonzo Vannatter, 
was called to this church. 
Two congregations have been started from 
this original fellowship — Walsingham and 
Houghton Center. 
The transfer of the title to the Canadian 
Conference makes available to the congregation 
a more permanent site and gives opportunity 
for the development of the facilities. It as well 
bears witness to the recognition by the com-
munity of the Brethren in Christ work in the 
area. 
Frogmore is located near Glen Meyer, On-
tario, approximately one hundred miles west 
of the Niagara Falls area, close to Lake Erie. 
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EGOLF—Brian Elwood, born December 21 , 
1988, to Mr. and Mrs. Amos Egolf, Hollowell 
congregation, Pa. 
G R A M M — Roger Alan, born February 28, 
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Gramm, Sandia 
congregation, New Mexico. 
HESS—Kimberly Dawn, bom January 8, 1969, 
to Mr. and Mrs. John Hess, Fairland congre-
gation, Pa. 
HOLLIDAY—David William, born February 9, 
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. David Holliday, Sandia 
congregation, New Mexico. 
LANDIS—Mary Jane, born December 20, 1968, 
to Mr. and Mrs. David Landis, Fairland con-
gregation, Pa. 
JENKINS—Alfred D. I l l , born December 14, 
1968, to Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Jenkins II, Valley 
Chapel, Ohio. 
MILLER—William Brian, born February 9, 
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Miller, Sandia 
congregation, New Mexico. 
NEWTON—Craig Linn, born January 12, 
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Newton, Sandia 
congregation, New Mexico. 
STINSON—Christine Fay, born February 10, 
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Stinson, Hollowell 
congregation, Pa. 
WAGNER—Kristin Elizabeth, born February 
13, 1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wagner, 
Fairland congregation, Pa. 
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BUKKHOLDER-ESHLEMAN — Miss Susan P. 
Eshleman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Elwood 
Eshleman, Lancaster, Pa., and Mr. Harold E. 
Burkholder, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Burk-
holder, Shippensburg, Pa., were united in mar-
riage February 1, 1969, in the Grace 
Evangelical Congregational Church, Lancaster, 
Pa. The ceremony was performed by Rev. 
David Heil assisted by Rev. Roger Witter, 
Chambersburg, Pa. 
HIGH-BUCKWALTER — Miss Joanne Grace 
Buckwalter, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Allen 
Buckwalter, India, and Mr. Harold Herbert 
High, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben High, Lan-
caster, Pa., were united in marriage in the 
Palmyra Brethren in Christ Church, February 
15, 1969. Bishop Henry A. Ginder administered 
marriage ceremonies assisted by Rev. John 
Martin, pastor of the groom. 
LANGE-HOWARD — Miss Deborah Howard, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hall Howard, 
Baltimore, Md., became the bride of Mr. Lewis 
F . Lange, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F . 
Lange, Sr., Baltimore, Md., February 15, 1969 
at the Baltimore Brethren in Christ Church 
with the pastor, Rev. Rupert Turman officiating. 
LECKRONE-HESS — Miss Lois Elaine Hess, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Hess, 
Souderton, Pa., and Mr. Terry Leckrone, son of 
Mrs. Catherine Leckrone, York, Pa., were 
united in marriage January 4, 1969 in the 
Trinity United Methodist Church, Baltimore, 
Md., with Rev. Harry Plymire officiating. 
PENNER-SWITZER—Miss Elaine Kay Switzer, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Switzer, 
Thomas, Oklahoma, became the bride of Mr. 
Jimmie D. Penner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
C. Penner, Weatherford, Oklahoma, January 
25, 1989. The ceremony was performed in 
the Brethren in Christ Church, Thomas, Okla-
homa with Rev. Ira Eyster officiating. 
BUCHER—Ida Grace Switzer Bucher, born 
January 24, 1915, at Thomas, Oklahoma, de-
parted this life November 15, 1968, at Port-
land, Oregon. She was converted and baptized 
at the Bethany Church, Thomas, Oklahoma. 
In 1942 she moved to Wisconsin with her 
family where she resided for eleven years after 
which she moved to Oregon where she spent 
the rest of her life. She is survived by five 
daughters: Mary Ellen Kauffman, Exeland, 
Wis.; Anna Ruth Schultz, Molalla, Ore.; Elsie 
Mae Johnson, Miltonvale, Kan.; Arlene Roth, 
Roseburg, Ore.; and Eunice Bucher, Portland, 
Ore.; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Switzer, 
Thomas, Okla.; three brothers and three sisters; 
eight grandchildren; and many other relatives. 
Funeral services were held November 20, 
1968, at the Brethren in Christ Church, 
Thomas, Okla., with Rev. Mervin Crawford and 
Rev. Henry Landis officiating. Interment was 
in the Bethany Cemetery. 
COBER—Jeniah M. Cober was born May 26, 
1907, and departed this life suddenly Febru-
ary 27, 1969, at Stayner, Ontario. He was 
converted early in life and united with the 
Brethren in Christ Church. 
He is survived by his wife Elizabeth (Le-
beck) Cober; four children: Lorraine Sheffer, 
Audrey Sheffer, and David and Phyliss at 
home; five grandchildren; one brother and one 
sister. 
Funeral services were conducted March 1, 
1969, from the Stayner Brethren in Christ 
Church by Pastor George C. Sheffer assisted 
by Bishop E. J. Swalm. Interment in the ad-
joining cemetery. 
GALLAGHER—Eva Isabella Gallagher was 
born July 17, 1883, near Belgrade, Ontario, 
and passed away February 18, 1969, at Kin-
dersley, Saskatchewan. She, with her late 
husband who predeceased her by three months, 
lived near Kindersley, where they had home-
steaded, until their retirement. 
In 1930 she was converted and became a 
member of the Brethren in Christ Church. She 
is survived by two daughters and four sons: 
Mrs. Margaret Knox, Kindersley, Sask.; Alvin, 
Kitchener, Ont.; Glen, Clive, Alta.; James, 
Gait, Ont.; Terry, Cremona, Alta.; Mrs. Doro-
thy McConnell, Netherhill, Sask.; and 22 
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. 
Three brothers and two sisters survive her. 
Funeral services were held in the Kindersley 
Brethren in Christ Church with Pastor Arthur 
W. Heise officiating. Interment was in the 
Kindersley Cemetery. 
HARVEY—On February 19, 1989, in the Gen-
eral and Marine Hospital, Collingwood, Ont., 
Lloyd Harvey of Stayner, Ontario, passed away 
in his 37th year after a lengthy heart illness. 
He is survived by his wife, Dora (Wyant) and 
four children; Alice, William, Charles and 
Marie; his parents; three brothers and three 
sisters. 
He was a member of the United Missionary 
Church, Stayner. Funeral services were held 
from the church by his pastor, Rev. J. A. 
Shantz assisted by Rev. George C. Sheffer. 
Interment was in Stayner Cemetery. 
HERRING—Miss June Herring, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Herring, Stevensville, 
Ontario, was born June 19, 1941, and perished 
in the Dunnville Hotel Fire, Dunnville, On-
tario, January 26, 1969. 
Surviving are her parents; two brothers; 
Harold, Stevensville, and Harley, Welland, 
Ontario; and four sisters, Helen, Welland; 
Hilder, Hamilton; Phoebe, Welland; and Pearl, 
Ottawa. In her earlier years she attended the 
Bertie Church. 
Funeral services were conducted from the 
Stevensville Funeral Home with Rev. William 
Charlton officiating. Interment was in the 
Bertie Cemetery. 
LAGEER—After suffering a stroke and being 
unconscious for 58 days in the General and 
Marine Hospital, Collingwood, Ontario, Miss 
Winnifred Lageer of Stayner, Ontario passed 
to her eternal reward Feb. 17, 1969. For the 
past 15 years she attended the Stayner Brethren 
in Christ Church and was active in the pro-
gram there. 
She is survived by three brothers, Wilmot, 
Stouffville; Edgar, Owen Sound; and Jesse, 
Stayner, Ontario. Funeral services were con-
ducted at the Mathers Funeral Home, Stayner, 
by her pastor, Rev. George C. Sheffer, assisted 
by Rev. J. A. Shantz of the United Missionary 
Church, Stayner. Interment was in Stayner 
Cemetery. 
SHISLER—Mrs. Harvey (Ida Jane) Shisler 
was born November 19, 1875, and passed 
away February 16, 1969, in her 94th year. 
She was predeceased by her husband in 1953, 
also a son, Reginald, in 1929. Surviving are 
two sons, Bertram and John, both of Ridge-
way, Ontario. In 1915 she and her husband 
professed Christ and were baptized and united 
with the Bertie Brethren in Christ Church. 
Funeral services were conducted from the 
Ridgeway Funeral Home by Rev. Wilbur W. 
Benner assisted by Rev. Robert Rolston. In-
terment was in the Ridgeway Cemetery. 
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Washington State Attorney General 
Questions Church Lobby 
A 10-year veteran of the Washington State 
Legislature told a luncheon gathering of 
Episcopal laymen that he questioned the role 
of the State Council of Churches lobby. 
Most questions to be answered and decisions 
to be made by legislators are not absolute, 
said Slade Gorton, state attorney general. 
"There is no single Christian answer to most 
political questions," Gorton stated. "Decisions 
are not made between good answers and bad 
answers to problems but in almost every case, 
in varying degrees of good." 
"It seems to me the concerns of the church 
are ultimate and absolute," Gorton said. 
"Those of the state are neither ultimate nor 
absolute." 
Protestants Reconsidering N. Y. 
Abortion Law 
Attempts by Protestants and Jews to liberal-
ize New York State's 86-year-old abortion law 
have led Roman Catholics into heated debate. 
At present, abortions are legal only when 
pregnancy endangers the mother's life. Pro-
posed bills would add several new grounds, in-
cluding pregnancies involving rape, incest, the 
serious risk of deformity and medical judg-
ment that the pregnancy would impair the 
physical or mental health of tire woman. 
Debate shows that the Protestant view is 
now to work for total repeal of restrictions, 
asking that abortions be carried out under 
normal medical and health laws. Catholics, 
believing that human life begins at the point 
of conception, oppose the new laws vigorously. 
Sunday School Teachers' Problems 
Are Pointed Up in a Survey 
Almost two out of three Sunday school 
teachers reported that not one pupil in their 
classes was converted as a direct result of their 
teaching, a survey by the Scripture Press 
Foundation and National Sunday School As-
sociation indicated. 
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Questionnaires were passed out to approx-
imately 9,000 Sunday school teachers who 
registered at the National Sunday School con-
vention in Anaheim, Calif., last Fall. The 
survey results were based upon 962 returned 
forms. 
Dr. Roy B. Zuck, executive director of 
Scripture Press Foundation, reported that 62.5 
per cent of the teachers participating said 
"not one pupil in their classes had received 
Christ as his Saviour as a direct result of 
Sunday school teaching in the 12 months 
preceding" the survey. 
However, 47 per cent of the teachers noted 
"development of better attitudes toward 
others" in their pupils, and 40.7 per cent said 
their students had shown an "increased in-
terest in spiritual matters." 
Pastor of Nixon's Former Church Resigning 
Dr. E. Ezra Ellis, pastor of the world's 
largest Quaker church and the one attended 
by Richard Nixon in his youth, has announced 
his resignation from the First Friends Church 
in Whittier, Calif., after eight years as its 
minister. 
In a letter read to the congregation he did 
not state his precise reasons for leaving the 
church, but spoke of past "difficult situations" 
and "divisive concerns" among its people." 
Dr. Ellis has been prominent in social action 
causes. Two years ago he threatened to bolt 
the Quaker statewide organization over the 
issues of "racial revolution, world peace, crime 
and higher education." 
Church Attendance Decline Attributed 
To "Shock" Tactics of Some Theologians 
Slumping church attendance was attributed 
to the departure of many worshippers who 
tired of playing the role of captive audience for 
"theologians engaged in a reckless competi-
tion to see who can administer the rudest 
shock to the faithful." 
Louis Cassels, a senior editor for United 
Press International w h o writes a weekly 
column on religion published in hundreds of 
newspapers, offered this appraisal in a talk 
before the annual convention of the Protestant 
Church-Owned Publishers Association. 
Stressing that many churchgoers are "sick 
and tired of being told what they can't be-
lieve," Mr. Cassels declared: 
"They want to know what, if anything, they 
can believe, and many churches haven't been 
doing a very good job of answering that 
question." 
Vandals Are Sentenced 
To Tend Church Grounds 
Two Nashville teenagers received a sus-
pended sentence in juvenile court here for 
vandalizing a suburban Methodist church, with 
the stipulation that they maintain the church 
grounds for the next 12 months. 
The boys, aged 14, 15, confessed to de-
stroying property at Glencliff Methodist 
church. Damage was estimated at $20,000. 
Juvenile Court Judge Richard W. Jenkins 
ordered the boys to a state training school, 
suspended the sentence and then ordered a 
rigid probation that will not permit them to be 
away from their homes unless accompanied 
by the mothers, except to go to school and 
maintain the church grounds. 
Dr. Blake Says Church Not Geared 
To Produce "Utopian Blueprint" 
Dr. Eugene Carson Blake asserted while 
speaking in Richmond, Va., that it is not the 
business of the church "to produce a Utopian 
blueprint for the world." 
The general secretary of the World Council 
of Churches said that while the church must 
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be involved in the world because it is con-
cerned with men, "it is not geared to establish 
a spiritual Utopia in the world, nor to be 
responsible for peace in the community, nation 
or world. 
"It should be a dynamic center for remaking 
men. The product (of the church) should be 
Christians in community distinguishable from 
other kinds of men." 
Southern Baptist Executive 
Opposes Vatican Envoy 
The top administrative board of the nation's 
largest Protestant denomination has warned 
President Nixon that "appointment of a special 
representative to the Vatican" would "seriously 
erode civic and religious goodwill." 
The Southern Baptist Convention's 58-mem-
ber Executive Committee asserted that such an 
appointment would be "an unfortunate step 
backwards in American political theory and 
practice, and in the separate and proper func-
tioning of church and state." 
Spain Approves Evangelical Periodical 
Portavoz Evangelico, monthly periodical of 
the World-wide European Fellowship pub-
lished in Barcelona, has been approved as a 
magazine by the Spanish government. 
The official recognition makes the 12-page 
paper available for public circulation and/or 
newsstand sales. 
The action marks the first time an evan-
gelical magazine in Spain has been govern-
ment approved. 
Vietnam War Victims 
Aid Nigeria/Biafrans 
A Vietnamese Mennonite congregation in 
the town of Gia Dinh set aside last January 
12 as a special day to remember the suffering 
people of Nigeria/Biafra. The entire offering 
during the regular morning service was desig-
nated for the relief efforts being made in that 
West African country. A check arrived at the 
Mennonite Central Committee headquarters 
with a note attached stating, "We hope that 
you can use the enclosed check totaling $57.00 
for that purpose." 
The idea for the offering came from the 
associate pastor, Brother Quang. Approximate-
ly two-thirds of those who participated in this 
offering had their homes and possessions de-
stroyed during the May offensive. 
Graham Concludes New Zealand Crusade 
Billy Graham closed his Auckland Crusade 
Sunday afternoon, March 2, before the largest 
combined audience ever to participate in a 
religious event in the 200-year history of New 
Zealand. 
A bomb threat, Vietnam demonstrators and 
threatening rain clouds failed to disturb the 
42,000 persons who made up the "live" audi-
ence in Western Springs Auto Speedway. 
Approximately 30,000 additional persons joined 
the services here by landline sound relay in 
81 cities and towns. 
Evangelist Graham preached to more than 
50,000 persons each night since he began 
February 27, or a total of 229,624 persons. 
More than 6,000 of these responded publicly 
to "accept Jesus Christ as Saviour." 
WHO Report Uncovers Suicide Statistics 
Men are more likely to commit suicide than 
women, according to a report by the World 
Health Organization. 
The report further stated that single men 
and women are more inclined to despair and 
suicide than married people while the widowed 
and divorced have the highest suicide rates 
of all. 
More than half a million people kill them-
selves every year. Eight times that number 
attempt suicide. At least 1,000 deaths are 
registered as suicides every day. 
1970 Famines Held Inevitable 
The developing nations of the Far East are 
headed for the certain agony of famine in the 
1970s, says a New York City physician who 
helped develop the birth-control pill and 
whose efforts to popularize population control 
have antagonized some leaders of his church. 
Dr. John Rock, a Roman Catholic, said in a 
news interview that the task now before the 
world population control movement is to pre-
vent still another famine around the year 2000. 
Archaeological Find Noted in Jerusalem 
A stone plaque, carried as hand luggage 
by Mayor Teddy Kollek of Jerusalem 
was revealed to be a marker on the 2,700-year-
old grave of King Uzziah of Judah. 
About the dimension of a good-sized atlas, 
the stone was bought from the Russian Church 
with the help of some friends who made the 
first payment, according to Jerusalem's mayor. 
Campus Morality Declining? 
No, Say N. Y. Chaplains 
Is campus morality ebbing? Are the morals 
of college students "looser" today than in 
former years? 
Three chaplains who work closely with stu-
dents at the State University of Buffalo and 
Buffalo State University College, feel that 
morality has not declined. 
The chaplains, who attended college 10, 15 
and 20 years ago, pointed out that while to-
day's students may seem less moral, its only 
because they face more problems. Many seek 
moral solutions that a past generation ignored, 
they said. 
"Students used to feel that their only pur-
pose was to study and pass exams," observed 
Rabbi Justin Hoffman, director of the Hillel 
Foundation and Jewish chaplain at the uni-
versity and the state college. "Today they 
feel they have a stake in a world adults have 
messed up." 
Report to NCC Opposes 
Arrests for Drunkenness 
Arrests for public drunkenness create a 
"senseless burden" on police and present a 
negative, non-productive approach to a grow-
ing national problem, National Council of 
Churches executives were told in a report by 
the Council's Task Force on Alcohol Problems. 
The report stated that two federal courts re-
cently ruled that "alcoholics could not be held 
criminally liable for simple displays of public 
drunkenness . . . such displays of public 
drunkenness on the part of alcoholics are 
symptomatic of the disease, alcoholism." 
